
 

      

Toorx TRX POWER COMPACT Treadmill Space-saving with electric inclination  

  

Product features:  

Motor: 3,5 Hp DC
Speed: 1 -16 km/h
Inclination: Elettrica 15% su 15 Livelli
Race Plan: 470 x 1320 mm
Maximum User Capacity: 130 Kg
Console: Display LCD 115 x 65 mm
retroilluminato
Programs: 1 libero- 12 presettati- 3 target
Heart Rate Detection: hand pulse
Accessories: supporto smartphone-tablet
Dimensions Open: 1635 x 740 x 1355 mm
Dimensions Closed: 860 x 740 x 1505 mm
Packaging dimensions: 1675 x 740 x 320 mm
Product weight: 55 kg
Weight of the packaged product: 64 kg
Certifications: CE-ROHS-EN957
Warranty: 2 anni

  

Product description:  

The TOORX TRX POWER COMPACT S motorized treadmill is an excellent quality product guaranteed for 5 years.
It is also space saving making it ideal for home fitness.

 Equipped with a powerful and reliable 3.5 horsepower continuous motor and a 5 horsepower starting point ,
they push the running belt up to a speed of 20km/h with an increase of 0.1 km/h.

 The running surface measures 470 x 1320 mm, with a 2.0 mm tape thickness. The inclination can be
electronically modified on 15 levels, allowing you to simulate slopes of up to 15%.

 The treadmill has 14 preset training programs , 1 free program to be set manually, 3 HRC, Body Fat Tester

 Complete with blue backlit LCD display to display, in addition to the most common data such as speed -
inclination - calories - lap 400 meters - running program , also the heart rate.

 This treadmill includes support for smartphones and tablets , heart rate monitor , Bluetooth speakers , READY
3.0 APP , USB input for TRX APP GATE 3.0 (OPTIONAL), intelligent Bluetooth system that allows you to use APPs
for outdoor training. Includes iConsole+ training APP. Compatible with Zwift App and Kinomap fitness APP
(subscriptions not included).
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